• Calls: every incoming and outgoing call generates a CDR • Internet access: a CDR is generated for each of the following events:
-An Internet connection is opened -An Internet connection is closed -An Internet connection is open and 15 minutes has passed since the last CDR -An Internet connection is open and 5 MB have been transferred since the last CDR For privacy reasons, the values which Telecom Italia provides are rescaled using an unknown factor. Telecom Italia specifies that counts of mobile phone call and SMS CDRs are rescaled using the same factor, and are therefore comparable. Counts of Internet activity CDRs are rescaled using a different factor.
Similarly, we retrieved the complete set of geo-localised tweets posted in Milan and surroundings between 1 November 2013 and 31 December 2013 from http://www.telecomitalia. com/bigdatachallenge.
Football match attendees
We retrieved football match attendance figures from the following websites:
• Seven of the ten games which took place during the period of analysis were part of the Italian National Football League 'Serie A'. We retrieved attendance figures from the official website of the 'Serie A': http://www.legaseriea.it/it/lega-calcio/ regolamenti-e-documenti/dati-statistici-su-incassi-e-spettatori
• Attendance figures for the three remaining games that took place during this period were retrieved from the following URLs of two online newspapers:
Airport data Flight schedule data for Linate Airport can be retrieved from http://www.milanolinate-airport.com/it for the current date and the following four days. In May 2014, we retrieved the flight schedule for the week between Monday 5 May 2014 and Sunday 11 May 2014. We assume that weekly flight schedules are reasonably constant across time, and use the schedule retrieved for this week as a proxy for the flight schedule in the weeks between 1 November 2013 and 31 December 2013. 
Match Attendees

Milan-Fiorentina 44261
Inter-Livorno 39775
Italy-Germany 49000
Milan-Genoa 34848
Inter-Sampdoria 43607
Inter-Trapani 12714
Inter-Parma 33732
Milan-Ajax 61744
Milan-Roma 37987
Inter-Milan 79311 
